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Storefront for Art and ArchitectUre is pleased to present Between War and 
Peace: Amn·esia of Yalta, an installation by Komat and Melamid celebrating 
the 50th anniversary of the end of World W at ll. . . 

In 1945, at the end of World War II, and. at the begihning of the U.N. eta, a 
final me~ting between Winston Churchill, Frartklit\ Delano Roosevelt, and 
Josef Stalin convened. In an old photograph o£· the Yalta conference~ the 
leaders pose for history's camerct: we Cat;l feel the nations, centUries, and 
myths looming behind them. 

Fifty years after th~ Yalta Conference, Komar ap.d Me~amid returri to the 
image of the old ·photograph. Their plans for a 'mural entitled ''Allies", which 
was to be painted near the United Nations Building, were rejected By city 
officials. Several versions of this public art proposal titled Between War and 
Peace have been created over the years and will be on exhibitiqn at 
Storefront. A ballot box which will allow the viewer to vote for his or her 
favorite v~rsion is ail integral part of the installatiot:l. 

The results of the Yalta Conference divided the world into spheres of 
influence, _decided what the _world would look like, and placed the future 
balance of power in their hands, setting up the territories and issues of 

· contention for the next war. What specifically transpired outside the official 
releases in the ;meeting rqom, ~hat secr~t pacts were made, what unholy 
alliances forged we can only imagine . . And -w~ should. 

The world bore the weight of decisions inade at Yalta, without being asked. 
The architecture of that image now n~eds r~modeling, and they ask us to 
work on it, consider it, find its ipherent flaws and adjust them~ · l3e car~ful, 
.Komar & Melamid's work cautions, what appears ' to be nostalgia can he 
deceptive in its assumption of a complete past. The past is no~ fi'nished and 
archived. Like knowledge the past should be revisited corttinually, andre
examined through the contingencies of the world as they change. 

For more information, please cof!,tact Maura Jasper at 212-431-5795. 


